
Safari Room is the indie rock outfit and brainchild of Alec Koukol (Omaha-native, now Nashville-local).

“We’re not that different you and me,” Alec Koukol repeats throughout the swelling bridge of “Garden Talker,” and that line might as well be
a mission statement for Safari Room. Koukol describes “human connection as a founding cornerstone” as the project’s ethos, and that

message is a through-line for Safari Room’s entire discography so far. The band is known, particularly in Nashville, for their special brand
of indie rock, their live shows and the sense of community that comes from singing Safari Room’s songs together. That’s Safari Room’s

hope, and that’s what they’re going for with their upcoming third album, ‘Time Devours All Things’. Slated for a release on February 23rd,
2024, this album is the band’s biggest, boldest, and most personal yet; in other words, they’re Safari Room at their very best.  

- Zac Djamoos

At its core, “Time Devours All Things” is about acceptance of self and embracing what we have no control
over. There is beauty in change, and our endurance through it only makes us stronger. If all good things

come to an end, all bad things must also.

Safari Room’s third album, “Time Devours All Things,” is a thematic and musical response to the band’s
second album, ‘Complex House Plants.’ This third album deals with the dissolving of relationships, paths in
life and time, necessitating a firm foundation of self and an acknowledgment of what is within our control.

Musically, the indie rock outfit’s third album expands on every sound put forth before this record. Lyrics are
deeper and more personal, sonics and riffs are heightened, and the arrangements and orchestrations shine

even brighter. It is a maturation of a sound and a fully-realized indie rock album.

‘Time Devours All Things‘ will be released on February 23rd, 2024.
You can listen via a private SoundCloud link HERE, in a private Dropbox folder HERE, 

or natively thorough a private page on Safari Room’s website HERE. 

 All songs written by Alec Koukol, produced by Cole Yepsen + Alec Koukol, All tracks mixed by 
Collin Pastore (Lucy Dacus, Illuminati Hotties, Boygenius) except Tracks 5 and 8 mixed by Jared Corder
(Repeat Repeat, The Sewing Club), and mastered by Preston Cochran (Lucy Dacus, Olivia Barton, Molly

Martin, Lilly Winwood) with artwork by Randy Lobato.

Email: safariroomband@gmail.com
Press Images HERE | One-Sheet HERE
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